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FORWARD
		
This Information Paper has been prepared by Ports Australia, with the assistance of Sprott Planning & Environment Pty Ltd.
It presents a strategic view of leading approaches to port, freight and corridor protection.
It has been developed to assist the industry and government address the critical need for enhanced protection – a matter
outlined in both the National Port Strategy and the National Land Freight Strategy.
A range of individuals and organisations were consulted during the preparation of this paper – the collective input and
practical insights have been invaluable.

‘As a nation dependent on maritime trade, Australia’s ports are an important gateway for goods. Consequently, ports and
associated infrastructure are of the utmost economic and social importance to Australia.’
‘It is clear…….that all levels of government, the private sector and the community, need to work together.’
‘Land planning and corridor preservation need to balance the freight requirement against community and traffic amenity.
Encroachment is seen by the freight community as among the most important issues the sector faces. This may mean it
is necessary or desirable to implement measures to mitigate adverse impacts of freight, including development of high
productivity corridors and buffering.’
National Port Strategy, 2012

‘Infrastructure Australia has identified long term precinct and corridor protection as one of the most significant issues
across all modes of transport and requires a national approach to provide a long-term focus on this issue.
There is significant scope to improve planning to protect precincts and corridors, and maximise their use.’
National Land Freight Strategy, 2012
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background

The Benefits of Port Protection

This Information Paper builds upon a recently completed report by
Ports Australia Leading Practice Port Master Planning: Approaches
and Future Opportunities, which outlined a number of critical
master planning considerations. It also builds upon the momentum
expressed in both the National Ports Strategy and National Land
Freight Strategy, which collectively highlight the critical importance of
enhanced port, freight and corridor protection.

Our freight network around the nation provides the backbone for our
future prosperity.

The paper focuses on the specific need for enhanced protection of
port facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure corridors leading to
and from our national seaports.
This protection is critical for the safe and efficient operation of these
nodes of economic activity. It is also fundamental for improved land
use and environmental outcomes for our towns and cities around the
nation.
This paper was commissioned by Ports Australia, in partnership with
the Western Australian Freight and Logistics Council (WAFLC) and
Ports WA to:

The benefits of port and supply chain protection relate to all ports
and freight facilities – bulk, multi-cargo, large or small, domestic or
international, urban or regional.
An efficient and well-protected port and freight network is therefore a
fundamental precursor for economic growth and greater productivity
in all Australian states and territories.
Port and freight facilities also play an important part in overall urban
form. The benefits of well-planned and considered freight networks
and facilities are therefore also linked to the liveability of cities and
regions around the nation.
The Challenge

• broaden the discussion and capture the benefits of port, freight and
corridor protection;

With many of the world’s major ports under pressure from intense
urban growth, land for ports and freight centres is highly contested.

• build upon the work already underway in Western Australia by the
WAFLC and Ports WA regarding critical protection issues;

The optimal aim of successful urban/public policy should be to
integrate ports and freight facilities seamlessly into the wider urban
policy context with an equal emphasis on landside networks and
seaside linkages.

• showcase several domestic and international protection initiatives;
• demonstrate the need for coordinated action across a range of
transport and public policy areas; and
• provide a series of recommendations for policy makers using
practical (and proven) policy and regulatory options.
The paper does not include a prescriptive regulatory assessment
of every state and territory in Australia. Rather, it concludes with a
set of recommendations for use by each jurisdiction in their forward
management and governance work.
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Our development as a nation will rely on our ability to move freight
efficiently around our coastline and throughout our urban and
regional areas.

‘The goal is to integrate the port system in a multimodal
transportation network in order to improve market access,
fluidity of trade and the integration in an industrial network. In
this context, a port must have interfaces between major oceanic
maritime trade and economic activities of ports and inland
terminals that provide intermodal structures and connections
between the forelands and hinterlands.’
(Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2005 – in OECD, 2013).
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The key to successful protection of key port facilities, freight nodes
and infrastructure corridors essentially involves addressing:
• comprehensive identification and preservation of new port facilities,
freight and infrastructure corridors (including pipelines etc); and
• effective statutory protection of existing port facilities, freight
nodes and infrastructure corridors from inappropriate land uses,
encroachment and consequential conflicts with passenger traffic.
Over many years, there has been inadequate protection of key port
facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure corridors. Whilst policy
intention has been generally sound, statutory implementation and
consistency throughout planning and transport regulatory instruments
has been weak.

Better planning will ultimately lead to higher productivity and
overall prosperity.
This paper finds a combination of approaches is urgently required
to ensure appropriate and sustained protection of ports and
freight facilities.
Critically, it is our view that strong regulatory approaches must be
part of the solution.
We must integrate policy and statutory approaches to both
transport and land use planning.

The Way Forward

No longer can these disciplines be treated as unconnected activities
in the overall development of urban policy.

The further development and productivity of our cities and regional
towns will rely on the movement of freight. It is that simple.

To take the findings and recommendations of the study forward, the
next steps should include:

What is critical, given this undeniable requirement, is that we
move towards an efficient and safe freight system which, through
comprehensive planning, can be delivered in parallel with our highly
urbanised development form with minimal impacts.

1.	advance discussions with the Commonwealth’s Standing Council
on Transport and Infrastructure (SCOTI) regarding the promotion of
the report’s principles into future planning frameworks at the state/
regional/local levels;

Australia will increasingly pay a high price, in terms of the
competitiveness of its economy, for planning failures associated
with freight corridors and precincts. Those jurisdictions that do best
in this endeavour will improve the relative competitiveness of their
state economies.

2.	adoption of this document to guide/assist jurisdictions in their
efforts to protect port facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure
corridors;

As identified in the Ports Australia publication Leading Practice Port
Master Planning: Approaches and Future Opportunities, we must
strive for more rigorous and comprehensive land use and transport
planning at and around major infrastructure nodes.

Well planned & protected
movement of freight

3.	advance discussions with relevant jurisdictional agencies/
departments regarding the statutory application of the principles
within this document acknowledging differing regulatory systems
in force.

Increased economic
efficiency & productivity

Benefits to state/national
economies & national prosperity
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
This paper is considered relevant for all Australian port and freight
stakeholders.
The optimal aim of successful urban policy should be to integrate
ports and freight facilities seamlessly into the wider urban policy
context with an equal emphasis on landside networks and seaside
linkages.
This is about improved land use and environmental outcomes for our
towns and cities around the nation.
The key to successful protection of key port facilities, freight nodes
and infrastructure corridors essentially involves addressing:
• comprehensive identification and preservation of new port facilities,
freight and infrastructure corridors (including pipelines etc); and
• effective statutory protection of existing port facilities, freight
nodes and infrastructure corridors from inappropriate land uses,
encroachment and consequential conflicts with passenger traffic.
Over many years, there has been inadequate protection of key port
facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure corridors. Whilst policy
intention has been generally sound, statutory implementation and
consistency throughout planning and transport regulatory instruments
has been weak.
More recently, governments have attempted to improve this situation
as seen in Table 1.
1.2 Challenges
Ports are a part of the coastal zone where there is considerable
pressure from diverse stakeholders (Selsky & Memon, 1997).
Our coastline is under particular pressure with competition for space
from a range of land uses with over 85% of people living within 50
kilometres of the coast (CSIRO, 2013).
Regardless, the future prosperity of the Australian economy will rely
heavily upon the efficient operation of Australian ports and associated
freight facilities along the coastal zone.
Few other countries have as much need to understand how their
cities work as Australia.
The State of Australian Cities (2010) report confirmed how urbanised
a nation Australia has become, with 75% of our community living in

cities with populations greater than 100 000 people. Less than 20%
of Australians live in smaller communities or rural and regional areas
with populations less than 30 000 (Figure 1).
Rising urbanisation levels will continue to place pressure on city
spaces, in particular those which represent opportunities for
redevelopment and gentrification. Typically, these spaces are in the
inner urban areas and in areas previously used for industrial or
non-habitable purposes.

Rest of Australia
Cities over 3 million
Cities 30 000-50 000
Cities 50 000-100 000
Cities 100 000-250 000

Cities 250 000–1 million
Cities 1-3 million

Figure 1: Urbanisation in Australia

The State of Australian Cities 2012 report states that for highly
urbanised countries, a wrong step in urban policy can have
national implications.
The most recent State of Australian Cities Report (2012) included
data on the premiums now being paid for inner urban properties
stating that since 1986, there has been a rise in the premium for
living near the CBD of cities. In Sydney and Melbourne, a dwelling
50 kilometres from the city centre has doubled in value in real terms
since 1986, while one close to the CBD has increased more than
five-fold demonstrating increasing competition and land use tension
for near water/inner-city land areas.
However, the challenge for comprehensive protection of key port
facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure corridors is not just about
cities. Nor is it just about roads and railways.
Some of our most trade-intensive ports are located in regional areas
and within emerging communities such as those along the Pilbara
coast in Western Australia and several ports along the Great Barrier
Reef coast in Queensland.
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Such locations also require careful and methodical approaches to
ensure the proper integration of land, transport, infrastructure and
environmental planning.
The WAFLC and Ports WA have been addressing the issue of port and
corridor protection for some time. This paper builds upon previous
work, attempts to broaden the discussion and demonstrates the
fundamental economic imperative for stronger land use and transport
policy in both urban and regional areas.
As the peak national industry association, Ports Australia is
promoting the early and enhanced focus on strategic transport
and land use planning policy – ahead of the expected increased
freight task around our nation over the next two decades.

1.3 Examples of Current Policy Approaches – a Snapshot
Against the undeniable fact of high levels of urbanisation in
Australia and increasing gentrification around waterfront areas,
the issue of port, freight and corridor definition and protection is
receiving increased attention through existing and developing
national strategies.
Table 1 below articulates some recent policy approaches to freight
network planning (including partial address of corridor protection)
within the Australian context.
The majority of these policy approaches have been released within
the last 12 months, highlighting the current attention of regulators
and policy makers at all levels.

Table 1: Examples of Australian Policy Approaches – a Snapshot
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INSTRUMENT/POLICY

COMMITMENT

TIMING

COMMENTARY/ACTIONS

National Port Strategy (NPS)

Agree that participation in the national
ports strategy (opting in) demonstrates a
commitment to the application of sound
planning principles, ongoing corridor
protection and continual improvement
with regard to relevant best practice.

Ongoing – regular COAG updates

State/territory government action
required to actively promote
solutions for port protection
identified in this paper – as
directed in NPS and NLFS

National Land Freight
Strategy (NLFS)

States and territories will identify any
funding, regulatory or corridor protection
measures required for these key freight
routes, including consideration of private
sector funding options.

December 2014

Direct state/territory government
action required – as directed in
NPS and NLFS.

National Infrastructure Plan
2013 (Get Ready Australia)

Action 20: Coordinated, short and long
term infrastructure plans in our regions

Ongoing – regular annual updates
to be provided by Infrastructure
Australia (IA)

Opportunity for port and freight
industry involvement and
advocacy work with IA.

National Urban Policy/State
of Australian Cities 2013

Commitment to integrate land use and
infrastructure by:
- Integrating planning of land use, social
and economic infrastructure
- Investing in urban passenger transport
- P rotecting corridors, sites and buffers

Ongoing. Unsure of government
position at this stage.

Provides platform for freight
and port operators to potentially
influence National Urban Policy
in Australia.

NSW Freight and Ports
Strategy 2013

This NSW Freight and Ports Strategy has
been developed to ensure that the freight
and transport network keeps pace with
growth, and that this growth is sustainable
for the long term prosperity of the State.
By 2031, the freight task in NSW is projected
to nearly double to 794 million tonnes.

Transport for NSW will report
to government, industry and
other stakeholders through the
development of a State of Freight
Annual Report.
This report will address:
- Performance
- Accountability
- Impact
- Stakeholder feedback
- Infrastructure

Opportunity for ports and freight
providers in NSW to actively
engage in short and long term
planning endeavours – and to
elevate the critical importance of
freight and corridor identification
and protection.
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Table 1: Examples of Australian Policy Approaches – a Snapshot continued

INSTRUMENT/POLICY

COMMITMENT

TIMING

COMMENTARY/ACTIONS

Queensland Moving
Freight 2013

Priority Four within strategy clearly
identifies the need for corridor
preservation and protection.
To facilitate the future growth of freight
movement, increasing attention will be
necessary to ensure adequate protection
of the following types of places for freight:
- trading ports
- airports
- intermodal rail terminals
- industrial precincts
- State Development Areas.

The Queensland Moving Freight
strategy will form a key component
of future infrastructure planning
within the state.

Provides platform for increased
focus and attention on corridor
identification, preservation and
protection.

Draft Queensland Port
Strategy

The strategic objectives of the draft
Queensland Ports Strategy include:
- p roviding certainty and direction for
future port planning
- s upporting environmental protection,
in particular for the Great Barrier Reef
- s upporting improvements in the
management and productivity of ports
and the ports network
- enhancing supply chain connections
- facilitating the strategic use of ports

The Queensland Port Strategy
will be enacted through the
Queensland Parliament via
new specific port legislation
in mid-late 2014.
Port protection and the need
to protect and plan for freight
corridors is prescribed within the
plan and will be addressed through
Statutory Port Master Planning
requirements to be released in
line with the new legislation
expected in 2014.

Opportunity for Queensland ports
to actively seek higher levels of
protection of corridors at and
leading to/from the major port/
freight precincts.
Also presents opportunities for
freight stakeholders to actively
engage in the statutory master
planning process.

Western Australia Regional
Freight Transport Network
Plan (2013)

The Western Australian Regional Freight
Transport Network Plan declares the
State’s regional freight network, its
objectives and strategic project priorities.
This includes complete and continuous
access from production locations and
freight centres along defined and
designated corridors, most often through
regional centres and gateway ports.

Ongoing

The strategy acknowledges
that protection of corridors will
need detailed planning and
reservation, involving achieving
acceptance and agreement
with local government and the
communities affected.

Victoria: The Freight State
- The Victorian Freight and
Logistics Plan

Outlines the long-term plan to improve
freight efficiency, grow productivity and
better connect businesses and markets.
The Plan outlines a series of key
directions, strategies and actions intended
to provide greater certainty to the private
sector and to help inform business
planning and investment decisions

Released August 2013.

Very good policy document
outlining strong commitment to
port and supply chain protection
through Directions 13 and 14. (See
section 2.3.3 for more commentary
in relation to Port of Melbourne Port
Environs Planning Framework and
outcomes). Conversion of policy
intention into implementation will
be key to success.

UNDER DEVELOPMENT/DUE FOR RELEASE
National Corridor
Protection Strategy
(under development)

We understand moves are afoot to commence a National Infrastructure Corridor Strategy which is strongly supported.

Western Australia (Perth)
Metropolitan Freight and
Intermodal Network Plan

We understand the Metropolitan Freight and Intermodal Network Plan being developed by the Western Australia Transport
Department will address the issues of freight and corridor protection. Meetings with Transport officers during the
consultation phase of this paper were very encouraging. The systemic issues surrounding implementation of statutory
regulations and policies will need to be carefully managed to ensure effective implementation of the policy positions.

Queensland State
Infrastructure Plan

We understand the Queensland Government will be developing a State Infrastructure Plan in 2014. This will build
upon the work already undertaken within the Moving Freight strategy released in 2013 which highlighted that
Queensland’s freight task is rising rapidly and is forecast to increase by 89% from 871 million tonnes in 2010-11
to between 1,643 - 1,741 million tonnes by 2026.
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2. CASE STUDIES
2.1 Overview

A council briefing paper addressing this issue noted:

A review of case studies was considered necessary for this project.

‘Understanding that comprehensive plans can guide more specific
land use and permitting regulations, as well as other City actions,
such as capital programming and maintenance, the legislation
that resulted from the Work Group’s recommendations required
Seattle and Tacoma to adopt specific comprehensive planning policy
provisions relating to container marine terminals.

Both domestic and international case studies were examined in an
attempt to:
• understand current approaches to port and freight protection;
• strategically analyse regulatory and implementation blockages;
• identify gaps in policy or regulatory approaches; and
• provide insights into potential ways forward for further
consideration.
Appendix 1 includes extracts referred to in this section of the paper.

By requiring a new element addressing marine container
terminals in comprehensive plans, the Work Group sought to
establish policy commitments that protect the marine sector
from further negative impacts to its competitive status relative
to ports outside the state’
Addressing Marine Container Terminals in
Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan
Seattle City Council Briefing Note (2011)

2.2 International
2.2.1 Seattle/Tacoma
Seattle
The State of Washington and the City of Seattle have an advanced
approach to statutory land use planning in and around the Port
of Seattle focused on the protection of typical port development,
adjacent to and supporting industrial development and critical
infrastructure corridors.
In 2007, the Governor of Washington, Chris Gregoire, formed a
Container Ports and Land Use Working Group to examine ‘current
land use regulations and their impacts on the effective functioning
of container ports, and to provide recommendations for
improvements on how to better accommodate both urban and
industrial growth’. Of particular focus were the Ports of Seattle
and Tacoma, both located within growth areas facing land use and
development pressure.

The Working Group emphasised the importance of the port to the
economies at local, regional and state levels and was very explicit
in the need for protection of the port industry. The Working Group
highlighted the inadequacies of the current planning system:
‘As they currently exist, our land use planning laws do not
specifically address or require the protection of industrial lands
or key freight corridors utilised by container ports. As a result,
the policies in local comprehensive land use plans are general in
nature, and the implementing development and permit regulations
do not provide specific guidance for addressing the implications of
land use changes to the industrial land base of our container ports’
Governor’s Container Ports Initiative:
Recommendations of the Container Ports and Land Use Work Group
Main Report (January 2009)

The primary reason for the study was an elevated desire to increase
economic prosperity and resilience throughout the Washington region
through better coordination of land use and transport planning systems.

The Working Group’s findings stated that it would not simply be
marine terminals and traditional port operators benefitting from
protection, but also ‘other port lines of business, including the
airport, fishing and tourism industries’.

Critically for the purpose of this study, various findings of the
Governor’s Working Group have now been enacted through legislation
(via the state-wide Growth Management Act, 19901) to ensure the
protection of port lands, corridors and assets via Comprehensive
Plans (ie local planning schemes).

In July 2009 The Final Bill Report (ESHB 1959) was presented
to the State Government of Washington entitled Land Use and
Transportation Planning for Marine Container Ports, a summary
of which is included in Appendix 1.

1

Approval of the Bill signalled mandatory address of landmark
planning provisions for marine terminals and ports areas in the
Seattle-Tacoma areas.

The Growth Management Act (GMA) is the comprehensive land use-planning framework for county and city governments in Washington.
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Anticipating the need for protection of port and industrial lands, the
Seattle City Council sought amendments to the Comprehensive Plan
in 2007 (see Appendix 1).
These 2007 amendments introduced the concept of restricted floor
area ratios for non-industrial type activities in and around the Port of
Seattle to ensure ‘a level of activity compatible with industrial activity’.

Another significant policy approach used in the State of Washington
is the actual declaration of freight facilities and services which allows
these to be very clearly expressed at levels throughout the planning
system – state-regional-local levels etc.
The State of Washington legislature declares, in part
(emphasis added):

The intent of such restrictions is to reduce impacts on the traffic
network in the immediate vicinity of the port (a common problem
around Australian ports) and to ensure better control on appropriate
and compatible land uses in close proximity to operational port zones
(also an issue faced commonly by Australian ports).
These restrictions and the approach to land use planning in and
around port/industrial areas are captured in a City Council publication
Seattle’s Industrial Zones.
In essence the restrictions are as outlined in Tables 2 and 3 below.
In 2012, final amendments were made to the Comprehensive Plan,
which are detailed in Appendix 1.
The amendments include:
‘….goals and policies in a new element to the Comprehensive
Plan…that define core port areas of port-related industrial use,
provide efficient freight mobility, and address land use conflicts
near port-related land uses.’

‘…the following transportation facilities and services to be of
state-wide significance: ……, intercity passenger rail services,
intercity high-speed ground transportation, major passenger
intermodal terminals excluding all airport facilities and services,
the freight railroad system, the Columbia/Snake navigable river
system, marine port facilities and services that are related solely
to marine activities affecting international and interstate trade,
key freight transportation corridors serving these marine port
facilities,…...
The department, in cooperation with regional transportation
planning organizations, counties, cities, transit agencies, public
ports, private railroad operators, and private transportation
providers as appropriate, shall plan for improvements to
transportation facilities and services of state-wide significance in
the state-wide multimodal transportation plan…..’
Revised Code of Washington 47.06.140
Transportation facilities and services of state-wide
significance – level of service standards.

(Seattle City Council, 2012)

Table 2: Maximum Size of Use for Non-Industrial Uses in Industrial Zones

GENERAL INDUSTRY 1

GENERAL INDUSTRY 2
AND INDUSTRIAL BUFFER

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRY

Retail Sales and Service or Entertainment
(except for spectator sports facilities)

30,000 square foot (2700m2)

75,000 square foot (6900m2)

75,000 square foot (6900m2)

Office

50,000 square foot (4600m2)

100,000 square foot (9300m2)

No Maximum Size Limit

Table 3: Maximum Size of Use for Non-Industrial Uses in the Duwamish (Manufacturing and Industry Centre)

GENERAL INDUSTRY 1

GENERAL INDUSTRY 2

Retail Sales and Service (except for
restaurants and drinking establishments)

25,000 square foot (2300m2)

50,000 square foot (4600m2)

Office

50,000 square foot (4600m2)

100,000 square foot (9300m2)

Restaurants

5,000 square foot (460m2)

5,000 square foot (460m2)

Drinking Establishments

3,000 square foot (270m2)

3,000 square foot (270m2)

No Maximum Size Limit

5,000 square foot (460m2)

Meeting Halls
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Overall, the Seattle City Council/Port of Seattle model demonstrates
what can be achieved in a working, practical sense for strategic
planning in and around port areas, assuming a comprehensive
planning approach.
The relationship between the Port of Seattle and the Seattle City
Council is undoubtedly strong and focused on achieving excellent
land use outcomes on both port and non-port lands (the port interface)
and is tied to an overt recognition of the importance of ports to the state
and the region.
The Planning Scheme amendments described above were
primarily aimed at enhanced management of the interface
zones around the port environs. They were essentially focused
on two key matters:
• appropriateness of land uses at and around key port and
freight nodes/corridors; and
• address of typical emission and impacts associated with
industrial type activities
This case study provides a working example for the Australian
context and reinforces the importance of port and surface corridor
(road, rail and sea) protection through a mixture of approaches,
including regulatory measures.
We understand the City of Tacoma is currently preparing a new
planning scheme for their city and will be addressing the container
port element as part of that work.
This work is expected to be ongoing throughout 2014.
Lessons from Case Study:
• Clear expression of freight and economic drivers in early
stages of project.
• Multi-level, collaborative, partnership approach: state, local
council and the port collaborated in partnership to achieve
desired outcomes.
• Appropriateness of land uses key driver in policy development
• Success due to combination of state declaration and local
government statutory tools.
• Public education tools used to help inform community and
industry stakeholders regarding policy intent and statutory
regulations.

2.2.2 Other International Examples
In several international examples examined, dedicated freight lanes
and corridors were evident.
Corridors such as these facilitate fast and uninterrupted freight
transportation and reduce interaction of freight with passenger
transport networks. The OECD (2013) points out that these corridors
differ in length, from the Alameda Corridor being 32 km long,
which connects the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach to the
transcontinental railways in the United States, to the Rotterdam
Betuwe-line representing 120 km dedicated rail track to Germany, up
to the planned dedicated freight corridor between Delhi and Mumbai
of approximately 1500 km.
CASE STUDY: Alameda Corridor Example
‘Alameda Corridor is a 32 km long freight rail cargo facility,
connecting the transcontinental rail lines near downtown Los Angeles,
California to the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles. The project
is one of the largest public infrastructure works in the nation with a
$2.4 billion investment. The operation of the corridor commenced
in 2002.
The centerpiece of the project is the Mid-Corridor Trench which
carries freight trains on triple track lines in an open trench that is
16km long, 10m deep and 15m wide. The corridor was built by the
Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority (ACTA) which is a joint
powers authority formed by the cities and ports of Long Beach and
Los Angeles in 1989. It is a public-private partnership project that
involved various stakeholders, such as the two ports, Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA), Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG), private railroad
companies Union Pacific (UP) and Burlington Northern Santa Fe
(BNSF), as well as the eight cities that the corridor passes.
Its funding came from a unique mix of public and private sources,
including a federal loan, grants from the LACMTA, user fees paid
by the railway companies, investments from the ports and revenue
bonds. According to the ACTA, the goal of the Alameda Corridor is
to consolidate train traffic and eliminate at-grade conflicts as well
as improving the air quality in the Southern California basin through
reducing traffic congestion at rail crossings.
As a dedicated intermodal railway designed to improve the efficiency
of transporting container cargo from the two ports to the national rail
system, there are a number of benefits generated by the Alameda
Corridor. It has resulted in more efficient rail movement with a
reduction of train transit time from over 2 hours to 45 minutes, as
well as increased train reliability. Moreover, it eliminated conflicts at
200 at-grade rail crossings that reduce traffic delays and emissions
from idling automobiles and trucks.
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As of April 2012, which marked its 10-year anniversary, ACTA
estimated that more than 150,000 trains moved more than 20 million
TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) through the Alameda Corridor
resulting in more than 13,000 tons of total emission reductions from
the consolidation of freight rail operation and the alleviation of traffic
congestion at rail crossings in the Southland. The ACTA also provided
training to about 1,300 area residents and created more than new
1,000 jobs during its construction process. Currently, the corridor has
average daily traffic of 43 trains and cargo volume of 12,359 TEUs.
One key factor to the timely completion of the Alameda Corridor was
the process to reach a consensus among various stakeholders from
the public and private sectors. The ACTA was able to resolve conflicts
of interests between stakeholders and created a publicly acceptable
project by taking actions to accommodate their needs and concerns
(Agarwal et al, 2004). The ACTA had negotiated settlements and
signed memoranda of understanding (MOU) with each mid-corridor
city and provided assistance in local economical development
measures in order to secure their cooperation with project approval
and construction.’
(OECD, 2013)

Evidence of partnership approaches to master planning waterfront
areas including freight and port areas was also evident as highlighted
in the Oakland example.
CASE STUDY: A Common Port-City Master Plan to Restore
Oakland’s Working Waterfront
‘In 1999, the decommissioning of the Oakland Army Base (OAB)
resulted in the loss of 7,000 local jobs and the dismantling of a
significant economic asset. This dealt a serious blow to the urban
economy. However, the closure of the OAB also freed up 130ha of
land at the cusp of the port-city interface which was subsequently
divided up and transferred to both the Port of Oakland and the City
of Oakland during 2003-2006.
For both actors, this initial transfer of land thus represented
numerous opportunities. The port sought lands adjacent to the main
rail connection, hoping to improve hinterland connectivity.
For its part, the city sought land on the waterfront and in the northern
portion of the former OAB site. Many different options for this
land were considered by the city, including the typical private-led
waterfront redevelopment ideas (from a casino, to a shopping mall
or film centre), which would have in no way benefited the port on an
operational level.

However, in recognition of the significant economic asset represented
by its port, the city formulated an industrial development strategy
in cooperation with the port, a logistics park developer (Prologis)
and a real estate developer (CCIG). In 2011, this collaboration
resulted in the common Master Plan for the Oakland Global Trade
and Logistics Centre.
The Master Plan, revised in 2012, aims to provide the Port of Oakland
(the main export gateway for the Northern California region) with a
world-class intermodal centre. To this end, the port land will feature a
new intermodal rail yard and the city’s land will play host to 70 acres
of logistics and trade facilities.
The results of the 2011 Master Plan have been very positive for both
port and city.
Because the common planning and implementation of this project
involved the pooling of resources and the sharing of costs between
the port and the city (as opposed to the zero-sum exchange typical
of waterfront trade-offs), the two parties have been able to leverage
significant funding from both the federal and state levels that would
not have been available had they applied individually. Moreover, the
collaboration has set the stage for weekly project team meetings
between city and port actors increasing their capacity for working
collectively.
Finally, it must also be noted that the Port of Oakland is governed by a
board of commissioners that is nominated by the City Council, so the
scope for port-city conflict is already reduced considerably in this case.’
(OECD, 2013)

The Port of Oakland identified four main powerful principles for
success in addressing the issues of city-port cooperation and
achievement of common outcomes:
• Identify common goals and objectives with strategic partners at
early stages of planning processes, especially strategic plans,
joint master plans, General Plans;
• Analyse and communicate the economic development power
of industrial land use in terms of employment, jobs, contracting
opportunities;
• Develop strong coalitions beyond the port footprint, including
community, non-government organisations, and beneficial cargo
owners (BCOs); and
• Deliver on commitments – tangible outcomes and benefits.
(Port of Oakland – Conference Address, 2013)
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Port of Oakland Master Plan.

Lessons from Case Study:
• Multi party approach.
• Commitment to looking at the best outcomes, rather than
being tied to existing regulatory frameworks and boundaries;
• Commitment to various financing options and long-term
governance systems.
• Public and private sector funding.
• Freight and economic drivers clearly expressed.
• Education tools used to help ‘inform’ community and
industry stakeholders regarding policy intent and
statutory regulations.
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2.3 Australian
2.3.1 Western Australia
As part of this project, detailed discussions were held with Western
Australian industry representatives to build upon the protection work
previously undertaken by both the WAFLC and Ports WA.
The Western Australian context provides a great example of the need to
address land use conflicts with evidence of substantial urban pressure
in the more heavily populated areas (Fremantle, Albany, Bunbury etc)
and emerging community planning issues relating to new communities
(associated with new port areas) particularly along the North-West coastline.

Western Australian seaports are some of the most critical for our
nation with around 47% of total national trade passing through
Western Australian ports in FY 2011-2012.
The critical importance of seaports and supply chains in this state
must be acknowledged and addressed in the formation of sound
land use and transport policy.
At present, the Western Australian regulatory context appears
multi-layered and reliant upon high levels of coordination and good
will between officers from the various levels of government and
inter-government agencies that may have differing policy agendas.

Detailed discussions were held with representatives from:
• Western Australian Freight and Logistics Council;
• Port of Fremantle – senior officers and board members;
• Western Australian Department of Transport; and

The very nature of the freight and logistics network however,
extends beyond and over traditional boundaries.
The issue of port and freight facility protection must therefore
be approached on a whole of government basis.

• Western Australian Department of Planning.
From these discussions, the need to properly address the protection
of port facilities, freight nodes and infrastructure corridors leading to
and from all significant state seaports is clear.

From consultations during the preparation of this paper it appears
that substantial transport and planning reform is underway which
is encouraging.

Photo of Fremantle freight corridor, courtesy of Jason Sprott.
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Critically, the plan also articulates the need for consistency and
alignment with other state planning initiatives such as the State
Planning Strategy – the overarching strategic document that informs
all other state, regional and local planning strategies, policies and
approvals.

Total National Trade – Australian Seaports
(Mass Tonnes: FY 2011-2012)

5%

WA
QLD

18%
47%

NSW
VIC
SA
TAS

26%

NT

Figure 2: Total National Trade – Australian Sea Ports
(Source: Ports Australia 2014)

Such reform must be focussed on creating better alignment
and policy transparency across the broad range of regions in
Western Australia.
We hold the very strong view that statutory tools must be
developed to properly protect port and freight corridors leading
to the significant Western Australian portals.
From a review of the recently released Western Australian Regional
Freight Transport Network Plan it was clear that the plan sets the
strategic priorities of the Western Australian Government to manage
future freight growth and address its cumulative impacts over a longterm horizon to 2031 and beyond.
‘It articulates the Western Australian Government’s main roles in
the development of the regional freight transport network:
• planning and protecting the network
• managing the network
• building and maintaining the road network, and
• facilitating and selectively investing in strategic rail and port
network projects’.
(Western Australian Government, 2013)

The Plan articulates consideration of relevant Commonwealth
Government freight policies and programs to ensure that Western
Australia’s freight transport initiatives complement the development
and performance of the national transport system including:
• The national transport reform agenda progressed by the Standing
Council on Transport and Infrastructure; and
• The strategic priorities articulated in the National Land Freight
Strategy by Infrastructure Australia and the National Ports Strategy
by Infrastructure Australia and the National Transport Commission.

The Draft State Planning Strategy states:
‘Ensuring the protection of integrated movement networks and
infrastructure corridors between major generators of heavy
traffic (ports, intermodal terminals, heavy haulage road and rail
routes and strategic industry and mining sites) is critical.’
(Western Australian Government, 2013)

Further, the Western Australian Statement of Planning Policy (SPP)
No. 1 also articulates the clear need for infrastructure planning
and protection in the General Principles for Land Use Planning and
Development:
‘Infrastructure Planning should ensure that physical and
community infrastructure by both public and private agencies
is coordinated and provided in a way that is efficient, equitable,
accessible and timely. This means:
I. planning for land use and development in a manner that
allows for the logical and efficient provision and maintenance
of infrastructure, including the setting aside of land for the
construction of future transport routes and essential services;
II. protecting key infrastructure, including ports, airports, roads,
railways and service corridors, from inappropriate land use
and development;
III. facilitating the efficient use of existing urban infrastructure
and human services and preventing development in areas
which are not well serviced where services and facilities
are difficult to provide economically and which creates
unnecessary demands for infrastructure and human services;
and
IV. encouraging consultation with providers of infrastructure to
ensure they have regard to planning policies and strategic
land use planning when making their investment decisions,
in order to ensure that land use and development are closely
integrated with the provision of infrastructure services.
(Western Australian Government, 2013)

It is apparent that whilst State Planning Policy No. 1, State Planning
Policy 4.1 – State Industrial Buffers and State Planning Policy 5.4 –
Road and Rail Transport Noise and Freight Considerations in Land Use
Planning appear to be generally accepted and understood, a dedicated
state planning policy on freight corridors and port protection should be
further examined to better articulate a consolidated approach to port
and freight facility identification and protection.
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Similar to the ways airports are protected either through airspace
restrictions or noise and disturbance measures (and, in the case
of Perth Airport, via a dedicated State Planning Policy – No. 5.1), a
dedicated state planning policy (SPP) to better protection key freight
nodes and transport corridors is an approach that we recommend.
A stand-alone SPP could also look to address a broader range of
critical land use issues (such as a stronger focus on appropriateness
of use in the early stages comprehensive/structure planning), rather
than the traditional focus on resulting impact issues such as noise
and vibration. The Seattle example showcased in Section 2.2.1
articulates a broader suite of considerations with a focus on land use
appropriateness as a key priority.
The focus should be on ensuring more appropriate land uses
in the first instance – so that impact amelioration issues are
ultimately avoided or minimised.
Similar to other jurisdictions, it is our observation that the Western
Australian system should also look at introducing strengthened
provisions at the regional and local levels.
We understand for example that work on the revised Metropolitan
Region Scheme for Perth is underway and that a new Metropolitan
Freight and Intermodal Plan (currently under development) will
provide a clear regional approach to land use and transport planning,
including the need for strong freight corridor and node protection.
The next step, translating state and regional aspirations to the local
planning schemes can, however, prove to be the most challenging.
Firstly, it relies on the comprehensive identification of corridors
and nodes in the first instance. Secondly, it is typically a subjective
matter as to how well either the local government (in its scheme
development work) has had due regard to the SPP matters. Finally, it
relies on how well the ultimate development proposals are assessed
by the relevant agencies at the time of making application (ie the
quality and rigour in development assessment decision making).
To properly capitalise on the good policy work being conducted at the
state government level, local government planning schemes must
be required to demonstrate to the relevant body (WAPC) that state
interests have been appropriately captured in the new scheme.
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Achieving land use and transport policy alignment is central for
improved land use and environmental outcomes for the regional
towns and city areas around the state.
Collectively, these should be the key drivers in renewing land use
planning and transport policy at all levels of government.

Lessons from Case Study:
• The Western Australian regulatory context appears multilayered and reliant upon high levels of coordination at the
officer level between the various levels of government and
inter-government agencies.
• Must adopt of whole of government approach to port and
freight corridor protection.
• Policy and reform work underway is encouraging with a focus
on creating better alignment between related government
policies.
• Need to consider over-arching State Planning Policy (SPP)
relating to freight corridors and port protection.
• Stronger statutory tools at the local government planning
scheme level are suggested.

2.3.2 Queensland
As part of the review of the State Planning Policies in Queensland, the
Queensland Government has introduced a new State Planning Policy
(SPP) to inform the preparation of new planning schemes at the
local government level and to set out regulatory measures to ensure
effective implementation.
This new State Planning Policy was released in December 2013:
http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/resources/policy/state-planning/stateplanning-policy.pdf
The new SPP contains 16 State Interests under the five broad
themes of:
• Liveable Communities and Housing

The Queensland example in 2.3.2 outlines one approach to this
issue, however, it is acknowledged that the most effective approach
will be highly dependent upon the regulatory framework at play in
differing jurisdictions.

• Economic Growth

What is clear is that the productivity and health of the Western
Australian economy is intrinsically linked to the successful
development and management of the port and freight sectors.

• Infrastructure

• Environment and Heritage
• Hazards and Safety
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In terms of this project, the most pertinent state theme is
Infrastructure which includes the state interests of:
• Energy and water supply
• State transport infrastructure
• Strategic airports and aviation facilities
• Strategic ports
In terms of hierarchy, the Queensland planning system is now
structured as follows:
Sustainable Planning Act 2009
The Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (the Planning Act) is the overarching
framework for Queensland’s planning and development system
Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009
The regulation supports the application of the Planning Act

Sustainable Planning Regulatory Provisions
The state planning regulatory provisions (SPRP) are statutory instruments
that regulate development and can apply to all or part of the state.

State Planning Policy
The State Planning Policy (SPP) is a single whole-of-government
document that expresses the state’s interests in land use planning
and development in a comprehensive manner.

Regional Plans
Regional plans provide the strategic direction to achieve regional
outcomes that align with the state’s interest in land use planning
and development.

Standard Planning Scheme Provisions
(Queensland Planning Provisions)
Standard planning scheme provisions provide a consistent format and
structure for local government planning schemes across Queensland.

Local Planning Instruments (Planning Schemes)
Planning schemes describe a local government’s plan for the future
direction of its local government area. Planning schemes provide a detailed
direction focusing on community planning and aspirations, while ensuring
the needs of the state and the region are incorporated.

The true benefit of this new SPP is that when local governments
are preparing new local government planning schemes they
must demonstrate how they have addressed and included the
consideration of State Interests.
The real change in the new SPP is the very direct commentary
about ports, freight and corridor protection as a State Interest which
must be translated into actual planning scheme measures by local
governments when submitting their new planning schemes for
government approval:
‘The planning scheme is to appropriately integrate the state
interest by:
• identifying strategic ports and associated strategic port land
and core port land, and
• facilitating development surrounding strategic ports that is
compatible with, depends upon or gains significant economic
advantage from being in proximity to a strategic port, or
supports the strategic port’s role as a freight and logistics hub,
and
• protecting strategic ports from development which may
adversely affect the safety, viability or efficiency of existing and
future port operations, and
• ensuring sensitive development is appropriately sited and
designed to mitigate adverse impacts on the development
from environmental emissions generated by port operations,
and
• identifying and protecting key transport corridors (including
freight corridors) linking strategic ports to the broader
transport network, and
• considering statutory land use plans for strategic ports and
the findings of planning and environmental investigations
undertaken in relation to strategic ports’.
The government has released an SPP Guideline relating to strategic
ports (see http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/resources/guideline/spp/sppguideline-strategic-ports.pdf) which outlines how each of the above
matters are to be addressed by local governments. This represents a
major move forward in the address of planning and interface matters
in Queensland.
It should also be noted that Queensland has released a draft
Queensland Port Strategy which now includes a mandatory
requirement for key ports to prepare master plans.
As part of this process, corridor protection and beyond the port
boundary issues must be addressed and aimed at developing/forging
closer working partnerships between ports and surrounding local
government areas.

Figure 3: Queensland Planning Regulatory Framework
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Lessons from Case Study:
• New regulatory framework for planning and ports in
Queensland has provided the opportunity to implement new
requirements that regional and local plans must address as
part of the planning scheme preparation process.
• Focus on providing line-of-sight regulations from primary
legislation through to planning schemes levels.
• The key to success will be rigour in corridor identification and
protection in the first instance and the manner in which the
state assesses the achievement of its objectives regarding
corridor protection.
• Highlights that despite the correct regulatory settings, a
human factor will be key to successful implementation.

2.3.3 Victoria
In its 2006 report on transport congestion, the Victorian Competition
and Efficiency Commission (VCEC) determined the lack of overarching
objectives for transport was identified as a major issue for the state
and its future productivity.
One of the actions coming out of this report was the introduction of
the Transport Integration Act 2010 which came into effect on 1 July
2010. This instrument is now Victoria’s principal transport statute.
It principally recognises that land use and transport planning are
interdependent.

It is evident that more detail is required with regards to the
implementation policy, however, the very clear intention is to clearly
recognise the significant nature of port zones and spatial areas
throughout the differing layers of the Victorian planning system. This
will help elevate the importance of addressing these particular port
areas and supporting infrastructure linkages in local planning scheme
preparation and assessment of development applications at both the
local government and state levels.
It will be critical to monitor the regulatory instruments used to
implement this new policy and how the policy intent is articulated
and realised across local and state jurisdictions.
Building on this work, the Victorian Government released Victoria the
Freight State: The Victorian Freight & Logistics Plan in 2013 (http://
www.transport.vic.gov.au/freight/freight-projects-and-initiatives/
victorian-freight-and-logistics-plan). The Plan is founded upon
detailed consultation and forecast modeling of future growth and
trends to provide detailed scenarios of the freight and logistics sector
up to 2050 (which estimates the Victorian freight task may triple in
size by 2050). This significant growth elevates the importance of an
efficient port, freight and supply chain system.
Importantly, the Plan has been coordinated with the development of
Regional Growth Plans and the Metropolitan Planning Strategy.

It requires that all decisions affecting the transport system be made
within the same integrated decision-making framework and support
the same objectives and brings together the transport portfolio,
including ports and marine, under one statute for the first time in
the state’s history.

The Plan outlines a series of key directions, strategies and actions
intended to provide greater certainty to the private sector and to help
inform business planning and investment decisions – including a
combination of project delivery, project planning, network efficiency
and regulatory reform initiatives.

Whilst not maritime specific, it does outline the need for a
consistent approach to integrated transport thinking, planning and
implementation.

Of specific relevance for this study are:

The comprehensive work conducted by the Port of Melbourne
Corporation in the development of the Port Environs Planning
Framework (PEPF) over a number of years, has also led to a number
of integration and interface issues being better understood and
considered. Whilst this paper does not address this work in detail,
it was a considerable undertaking by the Port of Melbourne and
represents a leading practice example of interface considerations
for a major urban seaport.
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Also of note in Victoria, and coming out of the PEPF work conducted
by the Port of Melbourne, has been the recent announcement by the
government regarding the introduction of a new port zone aimed at
protecting the port precincts of Melbourne, Geelong, Hastings and
Portland.

• Direction 13 Planning to Protect Existing Freight Operations outlining the policy background and intent of the port environs/
port zone work described above in relation to the Victorian port
system. This landmark policy initiative (if implemented correctly)
will promote greater regulatory consistency and robust land
use protection regarding the encroachment of sensitive uses
on Victoria’s ports. Central to the approach is the concept of
‘reverse amenity protection’ which requires that sensitive land
uses not be established in locations where amenity standards
are unsatisfactory. Critically and of particular relevance to this
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Extract from Victoria The Freight State.
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Ports Australia report, Direction 13 also identifies the importance
of allied infrastructure and supply chain corridors (including
intermodal terminals, locomotive service centres, rail yards, and
key road/rail links on the Principal Freight Network) considered
fundamental to the success of the entire supply chain; and
• Direction 14 Identifying and protecting future freight precincts and
corridors – examines the long term planning approach regarding
the early identification and reservation of key freight/transport
corridors consistent with the development of a National Corridor
Protection Strategy (identified in Table 1). This is consistent with
both the National Ports Strategy and the National Land Freight
Strategy. The Direction also elevates the concept of efficient ‘last
kilometre’ planning – ensuring final freight transport connections
in high growth areas are identified as part of growth area planning
to ensure that they are not built out.
• Inclusion of Principal Freight Network Plans – see Section 8 of the
Plan, which have provided direction for the development of freight
provisions in Plan Melbourne, and the Regional Growth Plans. This
provides a very good basis for increased policy alignment across
state planning and transport policy instruments.
Finally, the development of a new Metropolitan Planning Strategy –
Plan Melbourne outlines how Melbourne’s growth and change will be
managed as it moves beyond a city of four million people.
Under the current version of the plan (which is still subject to
Government finalisation), the vision for Melbourne will be ‘a global
city of opportunity and choice’.
This will be achieved by:
• protecting the suburbs;
• developing in defined areas near services and infrastructure;
• creating a clearer and simpler planning system with improved
decision making;
• rebalancing growth between Melbourne and regional Victoria; and
• identifying an investment and infrastructure pipeline.
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The strategy outlines:
‘balancing the needs of industry and the freight sector with the
need to protect the amenity and livability of neighbourhoods is
also a challenge. These challenges can be met by major cityshaping infrastructure investments, using existing infrastructure
more efficiently, transport service improvements and planning
reforms to provide better access and better availability of land
for businesses.’
(The State of Victoria, 2013)

It is encouraging to note the Strategy states:
‘The State Planning Policy Framework will be updated to
promote more effective integration of planning for freight with
land use planning, designate future freight transport corridors
and strategic freight precincts and acknowledge the principal
freight network’.
(The State of Victoria, 2013)
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Extract from Plan Melbourne.
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Photo courtesy of Tasmanian Ports Corp Pty Ltd.
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3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
3.1 Conclusions

3.2 The Way Forward

Whilst all jurisdictions are clearly trying to address the issues as
described in this paper, current problems typically exist because of a
mis-match between policy intention and statutory implementation.
Figure 4 provides a visual representation of this issue.

Combining the further research for this project with reflection
on international research and practical experience from industry
representatives, it is clear that the proper protection of port and
freight corridors will rely on a combination of approaches involving
both regulatory and non-regulatory tools, see Figure 5.

THE GOAL:
Protection of port lands, freight corridors and infrastructure

THE LINE OF SIGHT WHICH MUST
BE ACHIEVED

POLICY &
REGULATORY
Intention

STATUTORY
Implementation

National Ports Strategy

National Land Freight Strategy

State Transport & Planning Legislation

Strength of line
shows typical
mismatch between
intention and
implementation

State Policies
(including transport/freight policies)

Regional/Metro Planning Instruments

Local Government/Port Planning Schemes
(where development applications
are actually made)

OUTCOMES
Expected

Outcomes
REALISED

Figure 4: Mis-match between Policy Intention and Statutory Implementation
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Regulatory

Non-Regulatory

Declaration of nodes
and corridors

Nodal/network
Identification

Successful
Port/Freight/
Infrastructure Corridor
Protection

Policy and regulatory
consistency

Stronger working
partnerships

Improved education
& training

Figure 5: Combination of Approaches Required

Critically, it is acknowledged that each jurisdiction has variances
in spatial, economic and social drivers in addition to a wide
variance in policy and regulation maturity.
The principles from this paper should be applied on a properly
contextualised basis to best suit the relevant regulatory
and policy frameworks. The elements in Table 4 should be
considered.
The OECD in their port-cities research program conducted over a
number of years, has identified working partnerships as the real
key to success for port and freight protection.

They state:
‘Alignment of planning is essential to resolve the port-city
mis-match. Such an alignment guarantees that port and city
mutually reinforce rather than oppose each other, and could
take the form of common master plans and aligned land use
planning.
Policy alignment is dependent on different variables - the role of
port authorities, functions of cities, the involvement of cities in
their ports, the role of the national government, the involvement
of the port in urban development and finally the way in which
strategic planning is used as mechanism to involve stakeholders.
(OECD, 2013)
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Table 4: Details of Approaches

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Declaration of key nodes and corridors

1. Over-arching state-wide freight network plan allowing declaration of key nodes
(activity centres) and corridors as major freight facilities, which must be then
translated through all levels of the planning system.

- strong jurisdictional position

(Such designations can work in synch with State Planning Policies – see Point 2).
Better consistency between policy and regulation.
- clearly articulated line-of-sight
planning frameworks

2. An over-arching state planning policy regarding port, freight and corridor protection which
has mandatory requirements for regional/metro and local government planning schemes.
(QLD example – new combined State Planning Policy with specific port protection measures
may serve as an appropriate example)
3. Strong regional/metro plans – articulating the state interest at a more micro level than the
state planning policy.		
(WA example – proposed Metropolitan Freight and Intermodal Network Plan may serve as an
appropriate example) 		
4. Well-developed port master plans (including beyond the boundary thinking) with strong
forecasting intelligence so as to inform other planning instruments and frameworks.
(QLD example – new port master plan requirements outlined in the draft Queensland
Port Strategy’)
5. Strong local government planning schemes – which clearly demonstrate how the state
interests have been protected and what statutory/regulatory controls are in place etc.
6. Better GIS/spatial mapping to ensure consistency between planning and transport regulations.

NON-REGULATORY APPROACHES
Comprehensive identification of the network
(including industrial/port nodes, surface transport
linkages, pipelines etc)

7.	Comprehensive identification of key activity nodes and corridors (surface transport,
pipelines etc). This is largely the ports role, however, working with state and local
governments in partnership.

- what are we trying to protect?
Stronger working partnerships
- open and transparent approach
Improved education and training
- improving overall understanding

8. Need to establish strong working partnerships between port, freight and government
stakeholders to address cross-boundary/interface issues.
Inter-departmental relationships should also be examined.
9. Improved education and training on freight, logistics and nodal and corridor protection in
planning curriculums at universities;
10. Advancing industrial planning as a key element of the Australian planning community.
Traditionally, the majority of focus in the Australia planning community has been on
residential, commercial, urban design, and social planning elements.
Transport planning has largely been focused on public transport and transit-orientated
developments, however, the critical need for improved freight and industrial planning at major
activity centres and along relevant corridors has been seldom addressed.
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3.3 Next Steps
This paper was commissioned in partnership with the Western
Australian Freight and Logistics Council (WAFLC) and Ports WA, to:
• broaden the discussion and capture the benefits of port, freight
and corridor protection;
• build upon the work already underway in Western Australia by the
WAFLC and Ports WA regarding critical protection issues;

It is acknowledged that each jurisdiction has variances in spatial,
economic and social drivers in addition to a wide variance in policy
and regulation maturity.

The principles from this paper should be applied on a properly
contextualised basis to best suit the relevant regulatory and
policy frameworks.

• showcase several domestic and international protection initiatives;
• demonstrate the need for coordinated action across a range of
transport and public policy areas; and
• provide a series of recommendations for policy makers using
practical (and proven) policy and regulatory options.
The conclusions of the paper are that a combination of approaches is
urgently required to properly address port, freight and corridor protection.
We understand moves are afoot to commence a National
Infrastructure Corridor Strategy which builds upon the commitments
made in the National Land Freight Strategy 2013.
Our industry in conjunction with jurisdictional port associations and
freight councils are committed to active involvement in this work.

Key principles from the study to advance on an individual
jurisdictional basis include the urgent need for a combination
approach with a particular focus on:
• comprehensive identification of the network;
• declaration of key nodes and corridors within the network;
• enhanced consistency between policy and regulation ensuring
statutory tools are in place and administered effectively;
• stronger working partnerships between agencies, key industry
stakeholders and communities; and
• improved education and training to enhance the understanding
of port and supply chain corridor protection.

Photo courtesy of Esperance Ports.
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APPENDIX 1 – Seattle Protection Extracts
Summary of Final Bill Report (ESHB 1959) Land Use and
Transportation Planning for Marine Container Ports:
‘The comprehensive plans of cities that have a marine
container port with annual operating revenues in excess of $60
million within their jurisdictions must include a container port
element. The Department of Community, Trade and Economic
Development must provide matching grant funds to qualifying
cities to support development of container port elements. The
comprehensive plans of cities that include all or part of a port
district with annual operating revenues in excess of $20 million
may include a marine industrial port element. Prior to adopting a
marine industrial port element, the commission of the applicable
port district must adopt a resolution in support of the proposed
element. Container port elements and marine industrial elements
(port elements) must be developed collaboratively between the
city and the applicable port, and must establish policies and
programs that:
− define and protect the core areas of port and port-related
industrial uses within the city;
− provide reasonably efficient access to the core area through
freight corridors within the city limits; and
− identify and resolve key land use conflicts along the edge of the
core area, and minimize and mitigate, to the extent practicable,
incompatible uses along the edge of the core area.

• the creation of a port overlay district that protects container
port uses;
• the use of buffers and transition zones between
incompatible uses;
• the use of policies to encourage the retention of valuable
warehouse and storage facilities; and
• the use of other approaches by agreement between the
city and the port.
Any planned improvements identified in adopted port
elements must be transmitted by the city to the Transportation
Commission for consideration of inclusion in a specific
state-wide transportation plan.
The list of legislatively declared transportation facilities and
services of state-wide significance is expanded to include key
freight transportation corridors that serve marine port facilities
and services that are related solely to marine activities affecting
international and interstate trade.’
(Extract from Final Bill Report - ES1959 - State of Washington 2009)

The 2007 amendments to the Comprehensive Plan - strengthening
land use provisions for port and industrial lands and new provisions
in the industrial areas portion of the land use element as shown in
the following table, see next page:

Port elements must also be:
− completed and approved by the city according to the recurring
review and revision schedule of the GMA; and
− consistent with the economic development, transportation,
and land use elements of the city’s comprehensive plan, and
consistent with the city’s capital facilities plan. In adopting
port elements, cities and ports must ensure that there is
consistency between the port elements and port requirements
pertaining to harbor and marginal land improvements, while
retaining sufficient planning flexibility to secure emerging
economic opportunities. In developing port elements, a city
may utilize one or more of several specified approaches,
including:
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SEATTLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Goals
LUG22 Provide opportunities for industrial activity to thrive in Seattle.
LUG23 Accommodate the expansion of existing businesses within Seattle thereby stabilising the city’s existing industrial areas. Promote opportunities for
new businesses that are supportive of the goals for industrial areas.
LUG24 Preserve industrial land for industrial uses and protect viable marine and rail-related industries from competing with non-industrial uses for scarce
industrial land. Give special attention to preserving industrial land adjacent to rail or water-dependent transportation facilities.
LUG25 Promote high value-added economic development by supporting growth in the industrial and manufacturing employment base.
LUG26 Give adequate attention to the needs of industrial activity while reducing major land use conflicts between industrial development and abutting
residential or pedestrian-oriented commercial areas, and avoid placing unnecessary restrictions on manufacturing uses.
LUG27 Restrict or prohibit uses that may negatively affect the availability of land for industrial activity or that conflict with the character and function of
industrial areas.
LUG28 Prevent incompatible activities from locating in close proximity to each other.
LUG29 Accommodate a mix of diverse, yet compatible, employment activities in Seattle’s industrial areas.
Uses Policy
LU140 Designate industrial areas where:
1. The primary functions are industrial activity and industrial-related commercial functions.
2. The basic infrastructure needed to support industrial uses already exists.
3. Areas are large enough to allow the full range of industrial activities to function successfully.
4. There is either sufficient separation or special conditions that reduce the potential for conflicts with development in adjacent, less-intensive areas.
LU141 Consider manufacturing uses, advanced technology industries and a wide range of industrial-related commercial functions, such as warehouse
and distribution activities, appropriate for industrial areas.
LU142 Consider high value-added, living wage industrial activities to be a high priority.
LU143 Permit commercial uses in industrial areas to the extent that they reinforce the industrial character and limit specified non-industrial uses, including
office and retail development, in order to preserve these areas for industrial development.
LU144 Subject to regulations for nonconforming uses, allow existing businesses to expand, in order to stabilize existing industrial areas and encourage the
siting of new businesses which are supportive of the goals for industrial areas.
LU145 Prohibit new residential uses in industrial zones, except for special types of dwellings that are related to the industrial area and that would not
restrict or disrupt industrial activity.
LU146 Restrict to appropriate locations within industrial areas those industrial uses which, by the nature of materials involved or processes employed,
have a potential of being dangerous or very noxious.
LU147 Prohibit park and pool lots (Australian interpretation: ‘park-n-ride’) within 3,000 feet of a downtown zone in order to prevent the use of industrial
land for commuter parking for downtown workers.
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SEATTLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – INDUSTRIAL AREAS continued
Uses Policy continued
LU147.1 IG zones are most appropriately located in the designated manufacturing/industrial centers, where impacts from the types of industrial uses
these zones permit are less likely to affect residential or commercial uses. Outside of manufacturing/industrial centers, IG zones may be appropriate
along waterways in order to provide land for maritime uses.
LU147.2 Industrial zones are generally not appropriate within urban centers or urban villages, since these are places where the City encourages
concentrations of residential uses. However, in locations where a center or village abuts a manufacturing/industrial center, the IC zone (Australian
interpretation: commercial industry) within the center or village may provide an appropriate transition to help separate residential uses from heavier
industrial activities.
Development Standards Policies
Density
LU148 Limit the density of development through a floor area ratio (FAR) to ensure a level of activity compatible with industrial activity. The FAR is also
intended to ensure that new development can be accommodated without major redevelopment of transportation and utility systems and without creating
other substantial negative impacts.
LU149 Restrict the density or floor area of commercial uses not directly related to industrial activity to preserve industrial shorelines or industrial marine
activity and to preserve access to major rail corridors. Vary the restrictions by industrial zone.
Landscaping and Street Standards
LU150 Recognize the special working character of industrial areas by keeping landscaping and street standards to a minimum to allow as much flexibility
as possible for industrial development except along selected arterials and where there is a specific need to mitigate impacts of new development.
LU151 On sites that are highly visible to the public because of their location on selected major arterials, require new development to
provide street trees and landscape screening in order to promote a positive impression of the city’s industrial areas. Streets appropriate
for this special treatment are:
1 - streets that provide major routes through the city and/or serve as principal entrances to downtown;
2 - streets that provide the principal circulation route within an industrial area; and
3 - streets where right-of-way conditions will permit required landscaping without conflicting with industrial activity.
General Industrial Zones Policies
LU156 Use the General Industrial zones to promote the full range of industrial activities and related support uses. Distinguish among general industrial
zones based on the density permitted for commercial uses not related to industrial activity. Include among the General Industrial zones:
• Zones that protect marine and rail-related industrial areas from an inappropriate level of unrelated commercial uses and limit those unrelated uses
through density or size limits lower than that allowed for industrial uses; and
• Zones that allow a broader range of uses, where the industrial function of the area is less established, and where additional commercial activity could
improve employment opportunities and the physical condition of the area.
Uses
LU159 Require conditional use review for certain uses to ensure compatibility with the primary industrial function of the zone. Require mitigation of
any impacts on industrial activity, the immediate surroundings, and the environment in general. Because of the nature of industrial uses, classify certain
non-industrial uses as conditional uses in order to protect public safety and welfare on non-industrial sites.
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SEATTLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – INDUSTRIAL AREAS continued
Uses continued
LU160 Prohibit certain uses to preserve land for industrial activity or to minimize conflicts that may occur between the use and industrial activity because
the use attracts large numbers of people to the area for non-industrial purposes, or because the use would be incompatible with typical industrial area
impacts (noise, truck movement, etc).
Industrial Buffers Policies
LU161 Provide an appropriate transition between industrial areas and adjacent residential or pedestrian-oriented commercial zones.
LU162 Permit within Industrial Buffers the widest possible range of manufacturing uses and related industrial and commercial activities, while ensuring
compatibility with the activity and physical character of abutting, less intensive zones. Include development standards or performance standards to
protect the liveability of adjacent areas. Apply these standards only where existing conditions do not adequately separate industrial activity from less
intensive zones.
LU163 Apply special height provisions on the edge of Industrial Buffers to ensure visual compatibility and a transition in scale between industrial areas
and less intensive abutting zones. Do not apply the height limit where streets provide an adequate separation based upon street width, traffic, noise
and topography. Apply a lower height limit for a greater depth of the zone where the zone is located across from a single-family or low rise multifamily
residential zone.
LU164 Require conditional use review for certain uses to ensure compatibility with uses located in abutting, less intensive zones, to ensure consistency
with adopted neighborhood plans, or to evaluate certain uses that could have significant impacts on other nearby uses.

2012 Container Port amendments to Seattle Comprehensive Plan:
SEATTLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – CONTAINER PORT ELEMENT
Land Use Policies
CP/LU1 Help preserve cargo container activities by retaining industrial designations on land that supports marine and rail-related industries including
industrial land adjacent to rail or water-dependent transportation facilities.
CP/LU2 Continue to monitor the land area needs, including for expansion, of cargo container-related activities and take action to prevent the loss of needed
land that can serve these activities.
CP/LU3 Discourage non-industrial land uses, such as retail and residential, in industrially-zoned areas to minimize conflicts between uses and to prevent
conversion of industrial land in the vicinity of cargo container terminals or their support facilities.
CP/LU4 Consider how zoning designations may affect the definition of highest and best use, with the goal of maintaining the jobs and revenue that cargo
container activities generate and to protect scarce industrial land supply for cargo container industries, such as marine and rail-related industries.
CP/LU5 Consider the value of transition areas at the edges of general industrial zones which allow a wider range of uses while not creating conflicts with
preferred cargo container activities and uses. In this context, zoning provisions such as locational criteria and development standards are among the tools
for defining such edge areas.
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SEATTLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – CONTAINER PORT ELEMENT continued
Transportation Policies
CP/T1 Monitor, maintain and improve key freight corridors, networks and intermodal connections that provide access to cargo container facilities and the
industrial areas around them to address bottlenecks and other access constraints. Provide safe, reliable, efficient and direct access between port marine
facilities and the state highway or interstate system, and between port terminals and railroad intermodal facilities, recognizing that port operations must
address other transportation needs, such as pedestrian safety.
CP/T2 Make operational, design, access and capital investments to accommodate trucks and maintain successful railroad operations and preserve
mobility of goods and services. Improvements may include, but are not limited to, improvement of pavement conditions, commute trip reduction strategies,
including through transportation management associations, roadway re-channelization to minimize modal conflicts, use of intelligent transportation systems,
construction of critical facility links, and grade separation of modes, especially at heavily used railroad crossings.
CP/T3 Maintain the city’s classification of “Major Truck Streets.” Because freight is important to the basic economy of the city and has unique right-of-way
needs to support that role, freight will be the major priority on streets classified as Major Truck Streets. Street improvements that are consistent with freight
mobility but also support other modes may be considered in these streets.
CP/T4 Identify emerging cargo container freight transportation issues and work with affected stakeholder groups, including the Seattle Freight Advisory
Board. Provide regular opportunities for communication between the city, the freight community, other affected communities, and other agencies and
stakeholders.
CP/T5 Continue joint city and port efforts to implement relevant port recommendations such as recommendations contained in the Container Terminal
Access Study.
CP/T6 Given the importance of cargo container terminal operations to the state and regional economies, develop partnerships within the city, the port, the
region and the state to advocate for project prioritization and timely funding to improve and maintain freight infrastructure, and explore funding partnerships.
CP/T7 Maintain consistency between local, regional and state freight-related policies.
Economic Development Policies
CP/ED1 Encourage the siting of new businesses that support the goals for cargo container activities in designated Manufacturing /Industrial Centers.
CP/ED2 Work cooperatively with other agencies to address the effects of major land use and transportation projects to avoid or mitigate construction and
operational effects on the cargo container industry sector.
CP/ED3 Facilitate the creation of coalitions of industrial businesses, vocational training and other educational institutions and public agencies to help
develop training programs to move trained workers into cargo container related jobs.
Environmental Policies
CP/E1 Identify opportunities to achieve economic, community, and environmental benefits from the development and operations of cargo container related
activities.
CP/E2 Form partnerships with non-profit, community-based, private and public stakeholders to establish environmental improvement goals, including
carbon emission reductions, storm water management, redevelopment and clean-up of existing marine industrial properties, sustainable design, and fish
and wildlife habitat improvements. Develop strategies to achieve these goals that include developing funding mechanisms and legislative support.
CP/E3 Work with non-profit, community-based, private and public stakeholders to formulate plans for public open space, shoreline access, and fish and
wildlife habitat improvements that incorporate community needs and area-wide habitat priorities with the need to maintain sufficient existing marine
industrial lands for present and anticipated cargo container needs.
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